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Postcard from
Montrose
By Virgil C. Robinson
3815 Montrose - The original
sign with the address hangs
from the front of a renovated
commercial building at the
intersection of Montrose and
West Alabama in Houston's
Montrose.
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Houston
AIDS
Walk
Exceeds
$600,000.
By Michelle Ptacek'
1forgot about the time
change and I got there
pretty late, but 1did manage
to find my group's sign-
in table and get registered
before the walk began. .
But Imissed most of the
~'\'.""".''''';. . .•..
pre-walk stage. show but
their costumes looked

It was a 5K or 3.1 mile
walk. They had some signs
strewn along the route that
had handy HIY facts on
them.I am so glad that I left
my heels at home.

I also had to walk several
blocks to get back and forth
to my car and my makeup
was a total disaster by then.
They did have volunteers
from a bunch of different
groups handing out bottles
of drinking water to help
keep us hydrated and lots
of vials of 5 Hour Energy
were given out to walkers
as well.

It was a sea of walkers,
thousands and thousands
of walkers. Many of the
groups had matching t-
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before in Orlando, Fla., but $l1,JOO,5th John Connally
there were not nearly as $9,150, 6th Richard Baird
many participants and the $8,245, 7th-Tom Gegeny
walk itself was only a mile $6,135, 8th John Termine
or two long. $5,925, 9th Bob Thompson

The top fundraising $5,826, 10th John A. Logan,
teams were: 1st place Jr. $5,370.
Bering Omega Community The website,
Services $80,466, 2nd www.aidswalkhouston.org;:
LIVE Consortium $39,505, is still up and will still be up
3rd The Center for AIDS until April 18sojt is still not
$24,760, 4th Lazarus too late to donate. My team,
House $22 254 5th Exxon- PFLAG~Houston .• raised, , . ~~
Mobil $18,365, 6th AIDS $795 and they wore tye-
Foundation Houston dyed PFLAG t-shirts.
$16,473, 7th Continental The after show with
Airlines $16,087, 8th Ezra Charles had pretty
Blue Crew $15,805, 9th good sounding jazzy
Southwest Airlines Walks music, although myself and
for Hope $13,692 and 10th a lot of other people left

, Johnny's Walkers raised early to get to the LUEY
$13,601 The top fundraising Weekend Show of Shows at

Rich's, and Ihad to go home
to wash up first .

The walk was produced
by the AIDS Foundation
Houston and was .
sponsored in part hy-
Marathon Oil.

Proceeds from the walk '
~.:l"",.I~' ,..'

benefit AIDS Foundationr
. Houston as well as several
otherHoustonareaHIVI AID
service organizations.
The funds support
education, pediatric
services, housing. food.
medical care, and job
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Correction
A commentary last issue from
Christopher Fischner on the
prospect of the Texas
Legislature cutting funds for
the ADIS Drug Assistance
Program was inadvertly
attributed to a "Christopher
Bell."

pretty neat and I liked the
inflatable stage marquee.
A lot of other walkers had
forgotten about the time

. change too, so Ididn't feel
so bad.

We started off in
Sam Houston park
downtown and the walkers
collectively took up all six
lanes of Allen Parkway
and then we kept walking
and walking and walking
through the underpasses
and damn near to The
Guava lamp bar on Waugh
and D'Amico before we
finally turned around
and went back down the
eastbound lanes of Allen-
Parkway back towards
downtown.

shirts so it was pretty easy
to find your group.

This was my first
AIDS walk experience in
Houston. 1have walked

PHOro BY Dalton DeHart

individual walkers were:
Ist John Rohde $14~650,2nd
Shannon Schrader $13,670,
3rd Thorn McDaniel
$12,206, 4th Ben Carey

Houston and was
sponsored in part, by~.
Marathon OiL '0' .

(~ -
Proceeds from the walk'

benefit AIDSFou~di:ti6R~
.Houston as well as several
otherHoustonareaHIVI AID
service organizations.
The funds support
education, pediatric
services, housing, food,
medical care, and job
training to more than
100,000 Houstonians
each year. Incredible
progress has been made .
in the treatment of HN
but there is no cure yet,
and another Houstonian
becomes newly infected
with IIlV every eight
hours.

PHOTO BY Dalton DeHart
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bars. There is a glass fishbowl
surrounding the second bar to
separate those patrons who like
conversation more than the very
dauceable music.

There is also an outside bar on
the beautiful patio. And there is a
gas fireplace outside with a velvet
rope around it. The entrance has a
solid wood door and a chandelier
made out of martini glasses. F bar
will be primarily a dance bar, but
will have occasional fund-raisers,
shows, and special events.

As Iwas sipping my free

4
off [or those two little details.

Parking, as it is in much of
Montrose, can bea problem
especially late at night. There is a
small paved lot available at 55 per
space valet. After their lot fills,
quickly, they made adeal with Late
Nile Pie to use their parking lot as
overflow, but Ithink that you still
have to pay. Ididn't want to pay the
five bucks to park in a gravel lot
with my heels on so I managed to
find a free space on a side street
a block or two away. There was
another motorist waiting to steal

my space when Igot back to
my car after midnight.

At least the surrounding
neighborhood isn't too
scary. It is mostly newer,
well kept townhouses. If
you want you could walk
there from Meteor which is
a couple of blocks away and
take the shuttle from there
back and forth to the South
Beach/IR's/ Montrose
Mining Co. area.

The Owner of F Bar is
lrv Palcheck, (Sorry Irv.
I've probably rnispelled
your name.) The Manager
is Randall Jobe who is
also Director of Events
and Public Relations. Irv
has owned several other
gay clubs in Houston and
Galveston over the years.
Randall was for years part

F Bar was there were not really
gender specific restrooms. 011e
was named Guys and Dolls and the
other one was named 001 Is and
Guys. I heard someone say, "You
have to check out the restroorns"
and sol did.

The one without the urinals
has walls of red glass tiles track
lighting and a little chandelier.
Bothrestrooms have those mixing
bowl style sinks on top ofa granite
vanity.

They also had a motion
sensitive soap dispenser (which

The F
Bar Is an
Impressive
Place
Review By Michelle Michaels
I have been watching the F Bar for
the last few months go from an old
empty building next door to the
Late Nite Pie pizza joint to a really
nice upscale club. (Some
of you may remember the
location at 202 Tuam St.
as a BYOB, buy set ups,
seedy dance bar, which
eventually got shut down
for an assortment of illegal
activities.)

The F Bar owner has put
some serious money into
the decor and amenities
and it is nothing like it was
before. The place has finally
opened and Ijust could not
wait to check it out the night
before their grand opening,
It is the best decorated gay
bar Ihave ever seen.

The interior decor
is very tastefully black.
There are black granite
countertops at each of the
four bars. The wallpaper is
blackwith a black pattern of
either chandeliers or some
victorianesque design.



opened an<fl just could not
wait to check it out the night
before their grand opening.
It is the best decorated gay
bar Ihave ever seen.

The interior decor
is very-tastefully black.
There arc black granite
countertops at each of the
four bars. The wallpaper is
black with a black pattern of
either chandeliers or some
vicrorianesque design.

The walls and the ceiling
are black as well as all of
the doors and woodwork.
The toilets in the restrooms
arc even black with black
marble tile in each stall.
Throughout the rest of the
clubthereareblackand white
marbletileseverywhere.Thcr
isahugechandel ierabovethe
dance floor in front of the
main bar.

There is a small but
very nice stage with a
backdrop of, yes, black curtains in
the opposite corner from the main
bar. They are planning on having
drag shows on Tuesday nights.

There is a tiny full service bar
next to the restrooms where you
can get drinks quickly when it is
crowded and boy was it crowded
this past Saturday night.

The people were a mix of
twinkles, lesbians, transgender
people, and older men Well,
they.were older than.the twinkles
anyway. Drink prices are
competitive with the other area

refill of $1.50 Coke, 1chatted up
a couple of the bartenders who
were friendly, and asked them
about drink prices and specials.
Happy hour will be 5:00-9:00
most days and the rest 1can't
really remember, but everything
sounded reasonable. Iwas also
curious as to what the ".F".in F bar
stood for. One of the bartenders
told me that early in the
construction process that it stood
for Fabulous or Phenomenal with
an F or Fenomenal?

My favorite thing about the

errrros
Mining Co, area.

The Owner of F Bar is
Irv Palcheck, (Sorry I1'v.
I've probably rnispelled
your name.) The Manager
is Randall Jobe who is
also Director of Events
and Public Relations. Irv
has owned several other
gay clubs in Houston and
Galveston over the years.
Randall was for years part
of the Armstrong team. All
in all, Ia111very favorably
impressed and will he going
there often.

[could 110t
!"TCt to work
in the girls
room) and
had a motion
sensitive hand
dryer, but no
paper towels,
also there
were no hooks
in the stalls
to hang ones
purse on so I
will have to
take points
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Confidential HIV/5TD Testing every Tuesday 4-8

www.bayoucltybar.com. 2409 Grant St.

Lady Gaga
Censored
Lady Gaga has been a strong
supporter of the homosexual
community since she hit the music
scene, and she's been sure to make
this clear in the lyrics of her songs.

Unfortunately, according to Big
Pond News, this has caused some
trouble in Malaysia, where her
single "Born This Way" has been
censored for this very reason. \

"Born This Way" celebrates the
popular singer's overall message
of self-acceptance and pride,
but lyrics such as "no matter
gay, straight, or bi ILesbian,
transgendered life /I'm on ,~heright

\\/~~
~AS~Q!I'

sobering to realize that there are
still nations in which these issues
can be problematic for musicians.
On the one hand, we need to
appreciate the fact that we can
listen to this music without
interference from those who deem
it "subversive," but on the other
hand, we must be saddened by the
fact that others are still afraid of
these positive messages.

track baby" have gotten the track
censored in several radio stations
across Malaysia, a nation in which.
the issue of being gay, lesbian or
bisexual is still considered taboo,
according to a spokesperson.

In an age where most of us are
thankfully accepting of artists
like Lady Gaga and her message,
whether or not we appreciate her
musical talent is another story, It's

Want to drink CHE;APER? You got it!
I

., I G I,. ,4. •. O•.ILV' B~VIOBG B"'"----J_~ aL\Le~S--LOJ]~_~I~~ _1__ ~ ~ _a~ a r



Lady Gaga has been a strong
supporter of the homosexual
community since she hit the music
scene, and she's been sure to make
this clear in the lyrics of her songs.

censorea-fortliis very reason. ,
"Born This Way" celebrates the

popular singer's overall message
of self-acceptance and pride,
but lyrics such as "no matter
gay, straight, or bi ILesbian,
transgendered life Ifm,OD the right

oisexual is still consio.ered taooo,
according to a spokesperson.

In an age where most of us are
thankfully accepting of artists
like Lady Gaga and her message,
whether or not we appreciate her
musical talent is another story. It's

appreciate the fact that we can
listen to this music without
interference from those who deem
it "subversive," but on the other
hand, we must be saddened by the
fact that others are still afraid of
these positive messages. _ .." \

Want to drink CHI;APER? You got it!
,

Galveston's ONLY-BYOB Gay Bar

1706 23rd Street, Galveston Island, 77550,409-621-1808

1 Block from a liquor store. Buy cheap beer and wine next door to us.
Open 9:00 am - 2:00 am, 7 days a week. Beautiful bar with great patio
You payus Only (day & night): Well & Call drinks - $2 per set up

Beer - $3 per ice bucket
GREAT FOOD: Cajun Chips, Hot Dogs & Corn Dogs, Breakfast Burger, Cheese Burger,
GIant Pretzels,' Philly Cheese Steak Sandwich, Cajun Sausage, and Green Husbands!

I. • J •. , 11 J •• j • \ •••• I ••• ~ I • • l1 I of ~,.



HISTORY
ATAGLANCE

By Craig Farrell
Gulf Coast Archive & Museum

violence in the community. John an ar-
chitect who lives in the Montrose area,
was taken toTwelve Oaks hospital after
his throat and right hand were slashed
early Tuesday. He required fourteen
stitches in the neck and forty-three
stitches in the right hand.

From the Editor: The Houston Busi-
ness Journal published an article on
Gays in business in the form of an
"interview" with a very closeted and
self-debasing executive. The author,
Millie Budd, who claimed to have had
a difficult time finding a homosexual
to interview, did not bother to contact
Gay community leaders.

Gay turnout to the polls for the Dem-
ocratic primary runoff election Sat-
urday helped bring about the victory
of 2 human-rights supportive candi-
dates, Mickey Leland and Anne Green.
Leland's margin of victory was wider
in theMontrose area that anywhere else
in the city. Although neither metropoli-
tan newspaper made note of this fact,
Leland himself did not forget to thank

Houstonhas a rich and wonderfulGLBT
History. Looking back to 1978 there
was a magazine published weekly
called LXIX. For those not familiar
with Roman Numerals it stands for
69. It included everything from per-
sonal ads and horoscopes to currents
events and news. There was often a
center fold spread, with full frontal nu-
dity. The subscription cost was $2.50
per month. The publication would be
mailed to your address in a confiden-
tial, plain envelope.

Here are some excerpts from the
June 1978 issues:

Houston Town Meeting 1: June 25
1978, 12 Noon, Astroarena. Anyone in-
terested in setting up a booth for ed-
ucational purposes or to publicize a
public service please contact 529-5153.

Classified: Deep
Throat technique
instructor avail-
able for Single,
Couples, Groups.
W/M30,Hung
and Hot. Send
serious replies
only to : Tech-
nique fQl1 ~~45J
Houston 77001

Integri-
ty/Houston: A fel-
lowshi p for Gays
and their friends,
and a forum for

..• IrMONTROSE NEWS #3, March 25, 2011 7
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Life
Goes On
Observations by Montrose

. Resident Johnny Trtlca

In addition to being the Human Resources
Coordinator at a psychiatric hospital, I am also the
editor of our employee newspaper. In February, I did
something I had never done before. I asked for help
choosing a cover picture. Why? Because I wanted to
use a photograph of one of our openly gay employees.

On Valentine's Day Cesar Umana dressed as Cupid
and posed with all staff who wanted a picture taken.
Of course he looked impeccable, dressed in tight red
jeans, a matching red belt, a red and white striped
shirt, a red leather jacket and was replete with wings
and a bow and arrow. He was an adorable cherub.

When I chose one of the photos 'to use on the cover
of the newsletter, I started thinking "this looks a little
too gay." Not wanting to alienate anyone, I decided to
get feedback from the administration of the hospital
and sent out an email with the proposed cover asking,
"Is this too gay?" I was at first surprised then proud
of the answer.

It should be noted that it was not that long ago that 1
homosexuality was considered a mental illness. Only. 1
in 1973did the American Psychiatric Association jn . _I, I declassify homosexuality as a mental disorder. Thej

E i.1 American Psychological Association Council of j
Representatives followed in 1975. 1

While 1
many of our j
detractors,. , 1
may still i
argue that 1

.>.-' ~~: j~ -"'-.0. !",:,."'''1
research 1
~~~ j
literature Myself with Cesar Umana dressed as Cupid I

l-I .

.f'J .~ t .~ i-
lXlX Kiel<s off Summer
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Covers of Sherri Darbonne'sLXl X magazine from {978:' I

the Gay Political Caucus in front. of
the media. '

Mama Tamale Dies at 58: Carmen
Flores Garcia, endeared as "Mama Ta-
male" to the Houston Gay community,
died Sunday of a heart attack. Mrs.
Garcia, mother of Pedro "Peaches"
Flores who has worked as a bartender
at several Houston Gay clubs includ-
ing the Exile, the Bayou Landing, and
the Roaring 60's, sold tamales at the
Gay bars. Over the years that she spent
around Gay people in Houston she be-
came a well-known and loved figure in
the community.

These excerpts remind us of the
events and people that helped shape
our community. Town Meeting 1
helped us find our voice. The Gay Po-
litical Caucus worked to make sure our
voice was heard Knife attacks still hap-
pen, as recently seen in the parking lot
of Blur. Well known and loved people
still pass away. What will the excerpts
look like-in another 33 years? It does us
good to remember.

able for Single,
Couples, Groups.
W/M30, Hung
and Hot. Send
serious replies
only to : Tech-
_nique fQI} 3,645.-
Houston 77001

Integri-
ty/Houston: A fel-
lowshi p for Gays
and their friends,
and a forum for
discussion of re-
lated topics. It
meets in the Alice
B. Toklas room of .
Wilde N Stein Books, 819 Richmond,
every 2nd &4th Thursday of the month
at 7:30p.m.

Gay Garage Sale: The Houston Gay
Political Caucus is sponsoring a ga-
rage sale sometime during Gay Pride
Week. GPC is asking donations of "an-
ything usable" to the sale. Contact per-
sons at GPC, Jeff and Bill. The number
is 526-2668.

Pepper's apologize: Following the
appearance recently of an article in
LXIX criticizing the Dr. Pepper co.
for poor service to Gay business, the
company's general manager called
the manager of the After Dark book-
store to apologize for the poor serv-
ice.Therepresentativesaidthatthecom-
pany was not biased, and that theprob-
lem, which arose after a change in route
delivery men, was not the fault of the
company. Knifing in Old Plantation
Parking Lot: 2:09 a.m. The ambulance
arrives at the parking lot in front of
a Gay disco, the Old Plantation, to pick
up the victim of the latest outbreak of

+

af I .~.t, -" -.
LXIX kicks off Summer

ren:c'an-rsycnunJgrc-;n·ASSOClatIOncounclIOf~I--"I'IIIIIII!"" ••
Representatives followed in 1975.

While
many of our
detractors
may still
argue that

.._. J?eing g~y.. _':...
is a mental
disorder,
the current
research
and clinical
literature
expressed
by most psychiatrists and psychologists validate that
same-sex sexual and romantic attractions, feelings,
and behaviors are normal and positive variations of
human sexuality which' retlet;t the official positions
of the American Psychiatric Ass~ciaiion and the
American Psychological Association.

So, did the administration of the psychiatric
hospital reject the picture I wanted to use on the cover
of the employee newsletter? Yes!Not because it was
too gay, but because they thought several of the other
snapshots that were taken that day were better. I was
asked to pick out several with a prototype cover. We
chose the one of "Cupid" and one of our housekeeping
staff. It was a cute picture.

Reaction to the cover from other staff members
has been entirely positive. Cesar was recognized
at our monthlyTown Hall Meeting for his efforts
in bringing a few smiles and laughter to his co-
workers. Several years ago, the hospital added sexual
orientation to its employee non-discrimination
policy. In yet another progressive act, the hospital has
regularly invited a transgendered person to educate
staff about transgendered persons and patients.
There is a transgendered doctor on staff.

All of this makes me look back in stupefaction
at how far we have progressed in just 38 years.
We have evolved from being committed to mental
health hospitals/institutions to being celebrated as
important, dedicated team members and proudly
featured on the cover of employee newsletters.

And life goes on.

Myself with Cesar Umana dressed as Cupid
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HIVVaccine
Study s

Volunteers
Needed
By Michelle Michaels
By now I am sure that you have seen
the little flyers or ads everywhere from
hopetakesaction.org. What the flyers
don't tell you is that you can get paid $50
cash money just for signing up and if you
are accepted into the study they will pay
you $50 cash for each additional office
visit after that. I have gotten about $300
out of them so far and it has only taken a
few hours of my time.

They also provide free HIV testing
for life, and it is the expensive test not the
cheap one. The only real requirements

"
are that you be a
circumcised gay
or bi male between
the ages of 18and
50. They even pay
for your parking in
the medical center

vaccine trials play an important part in
this scientific research. It is impossible
to get HlV infection or develop AIDS
from experimental vaccines. They are
not made from live HlV, killed HIV,
weakened HIV, or HlV-infected cells.

The investigational vaccines in this
trial cannot cause HIV infection. About
the worst that can happen is that you
can get a cold or a very mild fever. The
first visit takes a couple of hours where
a female doctor asks you a bunch of
questions about your recent sexual
activity. Then you have to take a simple
confidential survey on a computer and
sign a confidentiality agreement which
protects your privacy, not theirs.

Then they take your vitals, inspect
your penis to verify that you are indeed
circumcised, draw a lot of blood samples
to send to the lab to make sure that you
are negative to start the study, and then

finally they give
you a high tech
air injection of
the vaccine or
a placebo. You
aren't allowed to•~':i~

i
know which you are
getting.

Then they make
a couple of monthly
appointments

garage.
The study is

being done at the
,~ •..•..•,.1r.. __ r"' 11 .....•...-.-=..

And now
a report
to the
people
fromI '~..j I'm Not Really the Mayor I your

. ·~I • "mayor."
Greetings fellow Montrosians. (Montrosians?

How about Montrosites? You have a better idea for
a name for us? Let me know.) I have a friend from
Rosenberg. What do you call them? Rosenbergers?
Rosenbergettes?

Heard on a barstool in Montrose: Reality is greatly
overrated. ...What's the title of a person who comes
in 4th place in a contest that only names the top
three finishers? Why, it's Miss Placed .... We're from
Montrose. That means we're not "normal." Some
people think so. Well, there's really only one place
where you will find "normal." That's on a washing
machine .... Speaking of washing machines, have
you ever "done it" on a washing machine? A running .
washing machine? How about on a ladder? Oh, I better
change the subject. On to the other news.
Meet Crystal!
TheGLBT Center has introduced Crystal, their
glamorous anniversary icon. From their press

1M ~orof Montrose
By Henry McClurg



are that you be a

circumcised gay
or bi male between
the ages of 18and
50. They even pay
for your parking in
the medical center
garage.

The study is
being done at the
Baylor College
of Medicine. It is
a secure building so you will need to
register online first and then when you
get there you have topresent your I.D.and
get a temporary badge.

Their new slogan is "Stand up for love
and help end HIV." I have always wanted
to do something for HIV research, but
most of the organizations want you to
donate money to them and I just don't
have it. So Ifigured that the least I could
do is donate myself and my time to
the cause.

Part of the process of finding an HIV
vaccine is testing study vaccines that
seem most likely to help the body fight
HIY. A vaccine trial is a standard way
to test a specific study vaccine so that
researchers can prove that the study
vaccine is safe, and can find out more
about whether it might work to prevent or
fight disease.

Participants who participate in HIV

~....,

you a high tech

air injection of
the vaccine or
a placebo. You
aren't allowed to
know which you are
getting.

Then they make
a couple of monthly
appointments
for more blood
tests and another

injection. After the first few visits I am
supposed to see them again in three
months. The staff there is very friendly
and nice. I love going back to see them
again and again.

So far I am the only transgender
participant. They are seeking more
and even have a transgender edition of
their flyer out, and they need more gay
and bi men too. Every time I go there
they ask me if I have recruited anyone.
I don't get anything that I know of for
referring people, but I know that it is for
a good cause.

They will also load you up with flyers,
condoms and lube, mints, and tote bags
to help promote the study if you want.
There isno obligation to stay in the study if
time and app ointments becomea problem
for you. Please participate. Call 713-798-
4912or sign up atwww.standup4love.org.
Much more information about the study
is available on their websites.

,.

Scenes from LUEY weekend at Tony'S Corner Pocket. TOP: Ron
Dixon with Diana Dixon and girlfriend Stephine. LEFT: Lips tries

doing some stretching exercises. BOTTOM RIGHT: Darryl and Tim.

release: "inspired by the traditional gift for a
fifteenth anniversary (crystal), she is a stylish and
decidedly queer diva .... The Center commissioned
artist Randall W. Jobe to create Crystal."
Beat of a Different Drummer
John Embry recently passed away in San Francisco.
He was born in 1926.Youmay have known him as the
founder of Drummer magazine, the original bible of
the gay leather community.

Drummer was a significant contributor to the
creation of the international leather community and
gave birth to such famous San Francisco social events
as the California Motorcycle Club (CMC) Carnival
and the Mr. Drummer contests.
Spring Yard Sale
Okay, Here's your chance to get out and have a lot of
fun while helping others. Wednesday night, March
30, at George (817Fairview -across the street from
the ever-delicious Barnaby's Restaurant), there will
be a "Games Night" with pool, darts, and (drum
roll) blackjack. The buy-in is $10 and all goes to the
Houston Buyers Club, which provides vitamins and
supplements to HIV+people.

It starts at 7:00 p.m. and will be over about 10.No
cash back (obviously), but there will be prizes for
the big winners.

+



Italian Paper
Critical of Ikea
Gay Ad
From Towleroad.com
Ikea has released a cute, pro-gay ad in Italy
that reads: "We are open to all families. With
us you will feel at home. What we want to do
is make life easier for everyone, every family,
every couple, whoever they are!'

The ad, which is currently only being
displayed on billboards in Catania, Sicily,
has prompted the Silvio Berlusconi-owned
newspaper, II Giornale, to go on the attack
Gay fights advocates, however, are praising
lkea's accepting attitude.

The Daily Mail reports:
"Il Giornale has labelled it as 'provocative'

and added: 'What's behind all this? It's not
awareness of gay rights for gay couples. It's
just a brazen marketing strategy?"

"The paper went on to say that it was "not
an isolated incident" but a clear attempt at

Sic;tmo aperti
a tutte Ie faa:niglie.
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Review:
Dungeon
Party
By Michael Ptacek
I could not help but notice
the ads for Eagle Houston so T
thought Houston had another
new gay bar. But the ads
were/or a one night "Cruze'
Dungeon Party. At least for
now.

The D..r:s played high
energy 80's and 90's dance
music.

Someday we will have
an Eagle bar in Houston, but
this may not be the location. I
certainly have enjoyed myself
at other Eagle locations such
as the Atlanta Eagle or (insert
large city name here) Eagle;
there was even an Amsterdam
Eagle at one point.

So I decided that I had to
go and check it out this Eagle
Houston although after the long
LUEY Weekend I didn't feel
much like going out, but now I
am glad that I did,

The space at 709 Franklin
St. was really neat. Yi:)U come
in at ground level next door
to the existing Posh Bar and
we had to show our UJEY
pins to get inside. Immediately
you go down a flight of stairs
into something that looks like

I I a dark cave complete with a
rocky black ceiling. The whole
interior of the place was more
of the same rough rocky black
ceiling and black pretty much
everywhere,
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"Sw-edish Imperialism" that tried to make
everyone equal by having the same "cheap
furniture,"?'

"Il Giornale added: 'One has to ask what
is the point of such a campaign by IKEA in
Catania -it's obvious that they are just trying
to get themselves talked about.' Berlusconi
and his ruling People of Freedom Party have
long championed family values and aligned
themselves with the all-powerful Catholic
Church which condemns homosexuality and
same sex relationships. II Giornale's website
was inundated with outraged comments
protesting at what they called a "shock
campaign" but gay rights campaigners in
Italy welcomed the advert."

"Blog Queer Italy said: 'Nothing can
be more indigestible for our bigots and
homophobes who cannot bear to read
the word family with the words same sex.
QZWe like this advert and we welcome it -
maybe some others will follow on from this
campaign and look forward progressively
and modernly, instead of backwards to the
Middle Ages." Last year, Prime Minister
Berlusconi received criticism for his saying

rrfOch-liKe gOing-out, but now I
am glad that r did

The space at 709 Franklin
St. was really neat. You come
in at ground level next door
to the existing Posh Bar and
we had to show our LUEY
pins lO get inside. Immediately
you go down a flight of stairs
into something that looks like

I I a dark cave complete with a
rocky black ceiling. The whole
interior of the place was more
of the same rough rocky black
ceiling and black pretty much
everywhere,

There were liule steps going
up and down into some more
secluded spots. My partner and
Iclimbed up some craggy steps
in one corner and made out Ona
bench that was up about six feet
off of the floor.

The sound system was
pretty good and the place
was completely filled with
Ibg and greenish lighting.
The smoking area was really
cool, it was an outdoor area
actually underneath Franklin
Street with the concrete beams
holding the street up as its
ceiling.

There was also a balcony on
both sides. The back side had a
nice view or the Buffalo Bayou
below There were a lot of guys
there, but it didn't lee! crowded
at all. The place was very
spacious and very industrial
looking. Even the bathrooms
looked industrial.

After midnight the
"lockdown" started and the
back room became very
crowded and busy. r am trying
lO stay faithful to my partner
and Idon't think that I could
have resisted temptation had
I actually gone into that room.
The owners are. look ir:tg for a
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KATINE&
NECHMAN L.L.P.

Criminal, Jmmigratio'O, Real Estate,
WiUs/Estatc Plans, DWl's

1111 North Loop West, Ste. 180
Houston, Texas 77008-1700

Tel: (713) 808-1000
IFax: (713) 808-11071·
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I
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A fiRM YOU CAN TRUST

.Mitchell Katine
Attorney at Law

John A. Nechman
Attorney at Law
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Dalton DeHart has
been one of Houston's

premiere photographers
for over 25 years.

www.daltondehart.com

paper.

Za Family
Affair Catering!

Call Us and
Weill Cater·
Your Next

Event,
832-303-8456 ~mtJ

c.r:

My First
LUEYWeek-
end Experi-
ence

probably would not have gone if it wasn't
for a nice lesbian couple that we met at
the In-N-Out bar. They recommended
it highly.

My partner and 1 went toregistration
and paid $]5 each for the pin and program.
This event is best described a.<;a movable
feast and it was also a great value since we
got more than the registration fee back in
free food and drinks. The only thing was
that the backs of the LUEY 38 pins kind or

into everything.
Thursday night the party was at'Gcorge's

Neighborhood Sports Bar and then Friday
night it was at Tony's Corner Pocket. The
biggest day WlIS Saturday; There was
breakfustatthe611Pubwhichwa'ieggla.<;agna,
wh ich was really different and delicious.
Lunch was at the ripcord and there were
tons of leatherrnen there from several
different groups. In the back patio area
they were givi ng out cherries soaked in

away free shots. Dinner was at BRB and
they had three different kinds of meat
and delicious pecan pic.

Sunday right after the AIDS walk was
the "Show of Shows" at Rich's where each
one of the groups that participated in the
LUEY Weekend put on a skit or a drag
show or some other kind of performance,
Awards were given to various people and
groups and then the unofficial "After"
Party was at E.J.'s.BV Lee Morrison
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SPRING INIQUITY XX

CONFERENCE WEEKEND

"UNCOMMON"
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Photos
from
LUEY

By
Dalton
DeHart
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SHOW
HOSTED BY
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"ERNANDEZ

8PM
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RECEPTION
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